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Abstract: This document reproduces and further articulates an 
experimental electronic product and its packaging: The Obscura 1C 
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devices present digital limitation as a positive design offering. 
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Preface
This document reproduces and further articulates an experimental 
electronic product and its packaging: The Obscura 1C Digital Camera. We 
have written about this work in prior publications (Pierce & Paulos, 2014a; 
Pierce & Paulos, 2014b; Pierce & Paulos, 2015). Here we emphasize the 
details of the Obscura 1C as a verbal, visual and physical produced form. 
We let the Obscura 1C speak largely for itself, as it was designed to do.

The Obscura 1C is part of a larger constellation of devices we have 
designed   with the goal of exploring counterfunctionality. The concept 
of counterfunctionality articulates the idea that new functionality can 
emerge (often counterintuitvely) from directly opposing or inverting 
ordinary or expected functionality. We have described the concept of a 
counterfunctional thing as a “thing that exhibits features that counter 
some of its own ‘essential functionality’ while nonetheless retaining 
familiarity as ‘essentially that thing’” (Pierce & Paulos, 2014a, p. 375). 

Our counterfunctional design process involves first identifying common 
positive features of a particular technology and then designing around the 
absence or restriction of these features. With the Obscura 1C, immediate 
access to digital images and video is the positive features that is identified. 
A digital camera is then redesigned to inhibit this positive feature by 
literally encasing the camera and SD card in cement. 

COUNTERFUNCTIONAL     DEVICE     SERIES

OBSCURA 1CDIGITAL CAMERA
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shows how objectively negative features of a design (what things don’t do, 
c.f. Verbeek) may contribute to the subjective experience of something 
positively enabling (a useful or desirable feature). What may initially 
be considered a technological limitation may also enable new positive 
possibilities. Conversely, the concept of limiting possibilities articulates 
how seemingly neutral options can in fact be limiting, even disabling. 

While our work builds upon and adds to such theory, here we say relatively 
little about the Obscura 1C. We have in fact designed the Obscura 1C 
specifically so that it can “speak for itself”, so to speak. Subsequently we 
experiment here with a format for research through design products and 
publications where artifacts themselves are given a stronger verbal and 
non-verbal voice. Here we make heavy use of artifacts we believe are 
underutilized in research through design: instruction manuals, packages 
and peripherals. We present the Obscura 1C within this document 
accordingly.  

 

When it is framed as a way of approaching the design process, 
counterfunctionality has similarities with Gaver, Beaver and Benford’s 
strategy to “block expected functionality to comment on familiar 
products” (Gaver, Beaver and Benford, 2003, p. 239) and Sengers and 
Gaver’s strategy of “stimulating interpretations by blocking expected ones” 
(Sengers and Gaver, 2006, p. 103). 

A key difference, however, is that our design work offers 
counterfunctionality as a salient positive feature of a thing. That is, 
“limitation” is presented to users as a positive design offering. Another 
key difference is that the counterfunctional things we design function in 
part to draw attention to themselves and the concepts they embody and 
articulate. Our counterfunctional cameras are also “conceptual focusing 
devices”.  

As described in our prior work (Pierce & Paulos, 2015), the concept of 
enabling limitations extends the concept of counterfunctionality. Enabling 
limitations articulates a more general feature of human-technology 
relations and directly builds on philosopher of technology Peter-Paul 
Verbeek’s work on technological mediation (Verbeek, 2006). Drawing on 
the work of Latour, Akrich and Ihde, Verbeek describes how the details 
of a technology work to both invite and inhibit human interaction, and 
amplify and reduce human perception. The concept of enabling limitations 
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Obscura 1C Instruction Manual
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Counterfunctional Cameras Brochure
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Cost, ease of production, and robustness of the end product were the 
main reasons we opted for a version that did not include a numerical 
display or viewfinder. This also required us to rely on a low-quality image 
sensor producing grainy images reminiscent of security camera videos. 
Interestingly, while these decisions were initially viewed as worthwhile 
tradeoffs, they were quickly reconstituted as additional counterfunctional 
features (and advertised as such in the product packaging). The lack of a 
display and viewfinder added elements of uncertainty and surprise, while 
the lower resolution camera created images perceptually distinct from 
normal digital photos.

Batch Prototyping
As we have described in prior work (Pierce & Paulos, 2015), following 
Gaver et al (Gaver et al, 2013), we adopted a batch-prototyping 
production process. To date we have batch-produced approximately 20 
Obscura 1C cameras and plan to produce more. The ability to batch-
produce the cameras at low-cost was a primary consideration in our 
design. The total cost of materials for each camera is approximately $20. 

Early operational prototypes included a display that counted up with each 
image taken (“0001”, “0002”, etc.).  While we have successfully built 
and continue to develop versions with displays, we ended up proceeding 
with a simpler version for batch production. This version makes use of an 
inexpensive digital camera costing approximately $10. To produce the 
Obscura 1C, the camera electronics are removed and sealed in protective 
thermoplastic (HMA) and ABS support pieces. This is then cast in 
Rocktite™ patching cement using a custom mold. The cast forms are then 
roughly sanded only to deburr the sharp edges, leaving a distinctly hand-
cast look and feel. Next, laser-cut button assemblies are installed. Finally, 
the cameras are tested prior to physically removing the data pins from the 
USB charging port—effectively sealing off access to the SD memory card 
buried inside. The Obscura 1C cameras currently take several hours each 
to construct. However, we are already developing ways to streamline this 
process.
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Packaging
Products that are mass-produced carry an aesthetics based on the 
possibilities and limitations of industrial processes, tools and materials. 
One-off and batch-produced products and prototypes can choose to 
replicate the aesthetics of mass-production. But they can also depart 
from it. In our production of the Obscura 1C we sought to create a hybrid 
aesthetic that references mainstream commercial product design but 
without attempting to fully replicate or simulate the formal aesthetics of 
mass-produced commercial electronics. 

Our intent was to create productive tensions and ambiguities concerning 
what the Obscura 1C is and how it can be used. On the one hand, the 
Obscura 1C is clearly a hand-produced artifact. But on the other hand 
it asks the user to consider that it or something like were in fact a mass-
produced product. On the one hand, the Obscura 1C looks and operates 
similar to mainstream electronic products. But on the other hand it 
is associating itself with this genre so it can be a tool for questioning 
and interrogating these products. On the one hand, the Obscura 1C is 
completely functional and usable. It’s not asking the user to creatively 
imagine technical features that are not supported. But on the other hand, 
it wants to also be used conceptually to imagine products and scenarios 
that extend beyond its immediate technical capacities.   
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amples: All of the packaging elements can be created with accessible 
everyday tools without relying on offset printing, injection molding, 
3D printing, etc. 

5. A one-off, hand-crafted object aesthetic of the camera body, 
which creates a juxtaposition with the industrial aesthetic of everyday 
cameras and consumer electronics. Examples: The rough, hand-
deburred edges of the slightly imperfect rectangular concrete camera 
bodies.
 

Experimental Distribution
As described in prior work (Pierce & Paulos, 2015), to date we have 
distributed 10 complete Obscura 1C packages to non-acquaintances. 
Our primary goal has been to experiment firsthand with different forms 
of distribution and exchange. We approach this both as exploratory 
prototyping (with ties to packaging and service design) and as a means of 
demonstrating “proof of distribution concept”. 

Our initial distribution has been through [anonymized city] Craigslist 
classified ads posted to the “Free” and “For Sale, Photo+Video” sections. 
Other distribution outlets we have experimented with include local retail 
partnerships, community bulletin boards, and guerilla tactics such as 
“droplifting” (leaving a product in a retail store). Encouragingly, we’ve also 
received a handful of unsolicited word of mouth requests to purchase 
Obscura 1C and other Counterfunctional Cameras.

The final packages are designed to present themselves in a way that, if 
read carefully—and with the proper expertise—can be verbally translated 
as follows: “You can take me as a mass-market retail product. Or you can 
take me as a one-off art project. But in actuality, I’m an experimental 
design product produced in very limited quantities—a product that 
intentionally plays into the genres of both mass-market consumer 
products and artistic productions.” 

The visual and physical form of the Obscura 1C packaging references 5 key 
product genres:

1. Sleek, modern product design exemplified by Apple. Examples: 
The name “Obscura 1C”; lots of whitespace and a modern sans-serif 
logotype on the cover. 

2. Lower-end consumer electronics & instruction manuals. Examples: 
The layout and language of the manual, such as black headers and a 
“Caution” message. 

3. Artist’s books (a genre where the particular codec form dovetails 
with the artistic intention). Examples: The use of high-quality archi-
val paper for the manual and brochure; the tongue-in-cheek uses 
of the Frequently Asked Questions format; the negative leading of 
the Obscura 1C logotype and brochure cover (which plays into both 
“obscurity” and “counterfunctionality”).  

4. Zines (self-published, typically low-cost print publications). Ex-
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Counterfunctional Cameras

Brochure

USB Charger and Memory Card Adapter

Feedback Contact Card

Box with Slide-out Insert

Camera Slip Cover / Box Jacket

(Obscura 1C description on reverse)

Obscura 1C Digital Camera

Obscura 1C Operating Manual

(doubles as front-of-box text)
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Thus far, our distribution has explicitly not been for data collection. 
Rather we have thus far treated distribution as a form of prototyping 
(with an emphasis on service and experience design). While we do intend 
to conduct more traditional user studies in future work, here we focus 
on conceptual and imagined use of the Obscura 1C, rather than the 
empirically studying observed firsthand use. 

Conclusion 
Conceptually, what can we make of the Obscura 1C? As we’ve described 
in prior work (Pierce & Paulos, 2015), we like to think that the Obscura 1C 
has multiple, open-ended conceptual uses.

Obscura 1C as inhibitive interface. The Obscura 1C concretely articulates 
how an interface can inhibit desired interactions in ultimately desirable 
ways. 

Obscura 1C as counterfunctional design. The Obscura 1C demonstrates 
a design process that involves identifying common positive features of a 
technology and then designing around the absence or inhibition of these 
features. As a material design outcome, the Obscura 1C shows how useful, 
desirable functionality can emerge counterintuitively through this process. 

Obscura 1C as enabling limitation.  The Obscura 1C helps articulate the 
concept that inhibited or absent functionality (negative functionality) 
can in fact enable positive functionality. This concept builds directly on 
technological mediation theory, which describes how technologies both 
invite and inhibit human action (Verbeek, 2005). In the case of the 
Obscura 1C, inhibited access to digital images enables positive experiences 
of delayed gratification, surprise and intrigue. Technologies as diverse as 
Twitter, Snapchat, vinyl records, printed newspapers and various reserach 
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Obscura 1C as fictional (?) everyday product genre. The Obscura 1C 
tries to blur the boundaries between discursive and everyday object in an 
attempt to assert itself as part of an imaginary (but plausible?) new product 
genre:  Real conceptual products, which you can actually touch and 
use; everyday philosophical objects. In contrast to user-centered design 
prototypes, the details of the Obscura 1C’s form and function suggest 
that it will never be a mass-market retail product; while in contrast to the 
hyperrealist aesthetics of critical and speculative design (Dunne and Raby, 
2014), it suggests that it might.

through design exemplars such as Photobox (Odom et al, 2012a, 2012b) 
and Drift Table (Gaver et al., 2004) offer further insights when analyzed 
through the concept of enabling limitations.

Obscura 1C as designing digital limitations. The Obscura 1C serves as a 
focal point among a wider array of counterfunctional cameras that give 
shape to a design space of designing digital limitations. While this space 
is highly motivated in theory (e.g., Baumer et al., 2013; Crary 2013; 
Håkansson & Sengers, 2013; Harmon & Mazmanian, 2013; Harper, 
2012; Leshed & Sengers, 2011; Mayer-Schönberger, 2009), it remains 
practically underexplored through design. 

Obscura 1C as critique/philosophy translated. One way to understand 
conceptual use of the Obscura 1C is that it serves as an example of 
“higher-level” concepts. While this is a useful way to see things, we prefer 
to also engage with the Obscura 1C as a translation from verbal concepts 
to material things. Such material translations—as “ideas lodged in things” 
(Dworkin, 2013, p. 124)—are not necessarily reductions or “dumbing 
down” but rather should be seen as “equals to, or even improvements over, 
the original—precisely to the extent that they depart from it” (p. 118). 
Even as we make conceptual use of the Obscura 1C here, we should not 
lose touch (even if it is an imagined touch) with the device’s embodied and 
embedded firsthand uses. For it is precisely these departures from abstract 
concepts that make material things so concretely compelling.
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